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Fire Monkey/Fire Flower is a spincolumn based Nucleic Acid Isolation and
Purification (NAIP) kit that performs High Molecular WeightDNA (HMW
DNA) extraction & simultaneous size selection under the Fire Monkey protocol
for bacteria and animal cells. The Fire Flower protocol performs size selection
alone for DNA extracted by any other extraction methods. Fire Monkey takes
about one hour to perform and results in average DNA strand lengths of
between 100kb and 130kb (Femto Pulse analysis). The Fire Flower size
selection protocol can be used by itself on nucleic acid from any source and
takes 15 minutes to perform.
The Fire Monkey/Fire Flower protocols have the proprietary and unexpected
ability to capture the long DNA fragments without breaking them too much
whilst also depleting the short DNA fragments, despite high force spinning.
This is the major groundbreaking innovation of this kit which makes it the
world’s first spin column HMWDNA NAIP.

External Validation
Data for RevoluGen’s
Technology
RevoluGen’s Fire Monkey
technology has been externally
and internally validated to work
with a series of sequencing
platforms including Illumina,
Oxford Nanopore Technologies
(ONT), PacBio and the 10x
GenomicsIllumina workflow as
well as with short read Illumina
sequencing and PCRbased
assays for both DNA and RNA.

Institute / Organization

Sequencing Platform

Summary

Rasheed et al (2020)
• Published positive results for Fire Monkey v5 used on Illumina WholeGenome
Sequencing for drugresistant (XDR) Salmonella typhi characterization in Pakistan
• Additional work using the ONT platform is expected, as well as on Salmonella typhi in Fiji
Tourdot and Zhang (2020)
• Version 5 of Fire Monkey was used by a US academic group to publish results showing
that extracted DNA could be used for complete haplotype determination and single
chromosome analysis (60x linked reads and 60x HiC sequencing)
Zhang CZ et al (2020)
• Work identifying mutations related to ciprofloxacin heteroresistance (i.e. population of
bacteria with diﬀerent sensitivity to an antibiotic)
• Fire Monkey used to extract DNA from Salmonella enterica isolated from chicken meat

Gao R et al (2020)
• Fire Monkey used to extract DNA from 12 Salmonella enterica and ONT, Illumina reads
to achieve complete genome assembly for all isolates

• Australian company specializing in infectious disease diagnostics; developed a multiplexed
PCR assay that uses DNA to normalize RNA expression values
• Fire Monkey (version 1) used to extract DNA and RNA to purify nucleic acid from both
pure bacterial culture and clinical urine specimens, followed by multiplexedPCR analysis

www.revolugen.co.uk

Fire Monkey mammalian and bacterial DNA performance
Mammalian. Fire Monkey v6 mammalian DNA can generate N50 values of >56kb at a very high throughput on LSK109/MinION. In the
example below throughput is pushed to 21.1Gb with 2.8Gb in 100kb+ reads (horse genome size: ~2.7Gb)

November 2020

FM v6 Bacterial DNA Application – 50x coverage with > 122kb fragments

Stool samples. The Fire Monkey protocol has also been adapted to work on stool samples preserved in Zymo Research’s DNA/RNA shield
product. This was why Fire Monkey was chosen to support a Campylobacter Jejuni burden trial that the
Gates Foundation is currently running in Bangladesh through the Quadram Institute, UK.
Fire Flower. RevoluGen’s Fire Flower protocol by itself can be used independently on any extraction technology and can potentially double the
longread sequencing metrics as shown below:

Pore health

Read length at Q7

Bacterial. This experiment showed that Fire Monkey v6 can deliver such long and high yield DNA that the whole bacterial chromosome
assembly and its plasmid partner can be resolved at one thousand times coverage on LSK109/MinION. In fact, the complete bacterial
genome and plasmid can be assembled in a single contig with a 50x coverage threshold solely using reads of >120kb, as illustrated below.

RevoluGen’s HMW Technology Is Superior to Low Molecular Weight DNA Extraction Kits
High Molecular Weight DNA extraction, enabled by RevoluGen’s Fire Monkey technology, and DNA selection, enabled
by the Fire Flower technology are the first and most essential steps in the Long Read Sequencing of the DNA code
Longer DNA Fragment Extraction by RevoluGen’s Fire Monkey Technology Allows for Better Structural Information

There are a nearly 100 DNA extraction and purification kits available on the market, most of which
produce low molecular weight DNA, and only serve the market for shortread sequencing

Simpler Fire Monkey v8 – built-in size selection – not too short and not too long DNA
Fire Monkey simplifies the LSK 109 sequencing workflow – avoids size
selection and fragmentation steps

November 2020

Fire Monkey reduces sequencing costs per Gb
The new Fire Monkey v8 protocol doubles DNA extraction yields compared to Fire Money v6 protocol. More available DNA that is “not too
short and not too long” allows more DNA to be sequenced in each run and cuts the $/Gb cost. The PacBio workflows require quite high
amounts of DNA input and preliminary data has shown that Fire Monkey v6 enhanced the Sequel II sequencing throughput to ~139Gb. We
therefore estimate that for a less than 1% increase in cost per run, PacBio might be able to reduce the cost of its disposables for sequencing
each Gigabase to under $10/Gb.

Fire Monkey improves sequencing yields and genome assemblies

*

**

• DNA fragmentation is optional. It is used to
homogenize DNA to avoid steric hindrance/pore
blocking issues and therefore increase throughput.

***

• Magnetic and precipitation based HMWDNA
methods extract all DNA large & small.

• Homogeneous input distribution guarantees optimal
read length/throughput results on ONTs LSK109
platform.

• Size depletion of smaller fragments is required for
optimal longread sequencing results.

• DNA can be fragmented using needleshearing but
that could be diﬃcult to standardize.

• Small Read Eliminator from Circulomics or Blue Pippin.

• Alternatively it can be fragmented through a Covaris
gTUBE (620kb), or a Megaruptor (5100kb).

• Fire Monkey provides High Purity Homogeneous High
Molecular Weight DNA faster, easier, in fewer steps.

• Fire Monkey does not require postextraction size
selection because smaller fragments are filtered out
during spinning.

• Fire Monkey does not require fragmentation because
spinning generates a tight extract fragment
distribution with a 100kb average.

Fire Monkey is a spin column protocol that takes approximately one hour from starting sample to be library preparation ready. Fire Monkey
produces highpurity, Homogeneous High Molecular Weight DNA that is not too short and not too long. The Homogeneous High Molecular
Weight DNA that Fire Monkey produces from its userfriendly format has an average length of 100kb and above. This DNA is both not too
short and not too long because size selection is an integral part of the protocol. It is a patented spin column innovation. The latest Fire
Monkey v8 protocol increases the data yield from a MinION system (at a high N50 of ~46kb and at a quality measure of Q>7), by 45% to
27Gb from the 17Gb at an N50 of 56kb that the version 6 protocol gave.

FM improves
sequencing results
FM extraction increases
the useful data yield at a
high N50’s from each
sequencing run

Increased yield with Fire Monkey v8 –MinION yield of 25.6Gb at high N50 of 45.8kb

FM’s not too short and not
too long lengths of HMW
DNA optimise longread
sequencing

FM upgrade
increases
sequencing options
with little downside
FM is an easy to adopt spin
column kit for extracting High
Molecular WeightDNA.
FM extracts DNA suitable
for both short and long read
sequencing.

FM saves work
and money
FM extraction avoids a size
selection step and its output
is immediately ready for
library prep
FM extracted DNA
significantly reduces the
sequencing cost in
$/Gb terms.

FM use is scalable
FM extraction has been
automated for high volume
applications
FM permits multiplexing that
cuts costs to levels where
microbiology applications
become feasible

Benefits to Illumina users – Fire Monkey is a lowcost addon – oﬀers a longread sequencing option
Fire Monkey gives Illumina sequencing laboratories the option, at little extra cost, to keep the same sample extract for both their initial shortread
sequencing and for any subsequent longread sequencing they may decide to perform at some point in the future. It also provides a minimally
disruptive entry point into longread sequencing as it uses a spin column protocol that everyone is already familiar with. If Fire Monkey is adopted
as the standard extraction protocol for their shortread sequencing needs, any longread sequencing can therefore be performed on exactly the
same original sample that the Fire Monkey kit extracted without any further cost, reprocessing problems or potential handling errors.

Benefits to PacBio users – lower $/Gb  more competitive pricing possible with Fire Monkey
PacBio sequencing requires a high upfront investment and the disposables are also expensive, but is the most wellknown longread sequencing
system in the US market. The new Sequel II machine (Sequel IIe) oﬀers to bring down the costs of the disposables used in the sequencing runs to
an average $21/Gb. Use of a Fire Monkey DNA extraction kit might bring down the cost of a PacBio sequencing run even further to under
$15/Gb.

Cheaper $/Gb sequencing results from using Fire Monkey
Sequencing Technology

Platform

Data type

N50 Read Length Max Read Length

Throughput/ flow
cell (Gb) Mean

Throughput/ flow
cell (Gb) Max

Cost/Gb ($/Gb)

Pacific Biosciences (PacBio)

Sequel II

CLR

060

>200

50100

160

1326

Oxford Nanopore
Technologies (ONT)

MinION

Long

1060

>1,000

220

30

50500

Illumina (ILMN)

NovaSeq 6000

Singleend

0.050.25

0.25

653,000

>3,000

1035

Fire Monkey use +

Sequel II

CLR

25

n/a

139

n/a

9.4

Fire Monkey use +

MinION

Long

45.8

n/a

25.6

n/a

38.5

Adapted from Logsdon et al 2020 Long Read Human Genome Sequencing and its Applications. Nature Review Genetics (21) 597614.
All cost estimates exclude the cost of labour, instrumentation, maintenance and computer resources. CLR is Continuous Long Read.

Benefits to ONT users – lower $/Gb  Fire Monkey opens new markets by automation and multiplexing
The low capital cost of ONT sequencing now is available with significantly improved data yield which makes entry into the longread market more
accessible. Fire Monkey has particular relevance to the new field of identifying the genomic variants associated with a patient’s genetic
susceptibility to various diseases. This is a field where longread sequencing of all structural variants is required, to identify which patients will
react badly to any particular infection such as COVID 19. Fire Monkey is also well suited to being automated and its output can be used for
multiplexed sequencing of bacteria. This will open up a completely new market application of whole genome bacterial sequencing, the
microbiome and antibiotic resistance monitoring.

Bacterial Genomics

Human Genomics

Multiplex sequencing allows large numbers of DNA samples to be
pooled and sequenced simultaneously during a single run on a
sequencing instrument. This technique is particularly useful when
sequencing bacteria because their relatively short genomes allows
many bacteria to be read simultaneously within one flow cell’s
maximum yield capacity whilst still giving a decent depth of
coverage. Multiplexing’s main benefit is that it can reduce the cost of
identifying each bacteria, yielding early, detailed information about
Antibiotic Microbial Resistance (AMR) that is very treatment
relevant.

Str

In multiplexing, chemical barcodes are added to the ends of all the
DNA molecules in each sample during the library preparation stage.
All the material in each sample receives the same unique chemical
barcode. All the barcoded samples are then pooled into a single tube
and everything is sequenced. When the sequencing results are read
out in the assembly software, all the molecules with the same
barcode are collected together and each group is then assembled so
the bacteria in each sample are identified. Having long DNA
fragments of around 100,000 base pairs as starting material means
that long overlaps between DNA fragments can be matched and the
contiguous jigsaw picture of the complete bacterial genome,
including the plasmids, assembled from only a relatively few reads.
Fire Monkey extracts DNA fragments in a narrow, ‘Goldilocks’, range
of long lengths which the longread sequencing technologies can
handle most eﬃciently. These Goldilocks DNA fragments enable the
sequencing technologies to manage with smaller input samples, so
more samples can be handled within the maximum capacity of each
run, whilst also delivering faster results as well. Multiplexed long
read sequencing with Fire Monkey extraction means that the price
of sequencing each individual patient’s bacterial sample microbiome
can be considerably reduced.

At present, Oxford Nanopore Technologies (ONT) sells 12 and 96
diﬀerent chemical DNA barcodes for sequencing whilst Illumina sells
384 diﬀerent DNA chemical barcodes.
The basic advantage of multiplexing is that it reduces the cost of
sequencing each sample. This is particularly apparent with bacterial
sequencing where the bacterial genomes can be about five million
(5*106) base pairs long. This means that many samples can
therefore be run together within the total sequencing capacity of 20
billion (20*109) base pairs that an ONT MinION flow cell is
described as capable of yielding. With suﬃcient diﬀerent chemical
barcodes and assuming a few hours processing time, this system
could in theory support multiplexing of up to some 96 samples in an
automated combination of Fire Monkey extraction and a single ONT
MinION flow cell run.
Barcoding or multiplexing is useful when the amount of data
required per sample is less than the total amount of data that can be
generated from a single flow cell: it allows a user to pool multiple
samples and sequence them together, making more eﬃcient use of
the flow cell. Multiplexing samples onto one flow cell can reduce the
cost per sample for a user. Below are some worked examples:

Cost/multiplex

No Bar code

6 barcodes

12 barcodes

96 barcodes

Fire Monkey price

$20

$120

$240

$1,920

Flow cell price

$500

$500

$500

$500

Library price

$99

$99

$99

$99

Barcode price

$0

$25

$50

$100

$124

$74.1

$27.3

Price per sample

$619

Price estimates based on RevoluGen and ONT’s website quoted prices

"Are long reads relevant
in human disease?”

"Whole Genome Bacterial
Multiplexing in a few hours for
$30 possible”

Structural variants (SV) in the human genome of around 1,000 base
pairs in length are known to be important in many significant
diseases such as autism, obesity, schizophrenia and cancer. The
genomic diﬀerence between individuals caused by typical SVs is
estimated to be 3–10 x higher than that caused by single nucleotide
variants. Longreads that can resolve these structural variants are
therefore very relevant in many human disease, however todate,
most attention has focussed on single nucleotide variations. This is
probably because the available tools to read short lengths of 300
base pairs are so accurate at reading base pairs and are also
relatively fast and cheap.

"Simply put, shorter reads are
less likely to cover large
structural variants”
Eﬀective longread technologies that can adequately span these
long structural variants are emerging and interest is growing in this
capacity. The complexity of structural changes that can happen in
human diseases including cancer are well illustrated by this
publication. (ref. Kloosterman, Nature Communications 8: 1326,
DOI: 10.1038/s41467017013434 (2017). Chromothripsis is
believed to originate as a rare single catastrophic event, early in the

cell’s history. It is characterised by clustered chromosomal re
arrangements which is evident in congenital disease and a number
of cancers. Although shortread technologies are excellent tools for
defining the individual base pair changes of single nucleotide
variations (SNV), they are not so great at detecting genetic code
breakpoints and phasing of complex structural variations (SV) which
can better benefit from longread technologies. The Kloosterman
group found that longread technologies identified 32% more
breakpoint junctions compared to shortread Illumina sequencing.
The longread DNA sequencing technologies managed to put
together contigs that were 241kb to 1,217kb long spanning 3 to 5
chromothriptic segments. Animal genomes are large (around 3 billion
bases) in comparison to bacterial (around 5 million bases) and
therefore require very large amounts of sequencing data produced
to cover the genome enough times

RevoluGen’s latest Fire Monkey/LSK109 mammalian DNA workflow
covers the horse genome 7 x (21 Gb sequenced) with a single flow
cell (basically saturating the yield capacity of ONT’s MinION flow
cell). It is anticipated that if the same experiment was repeated on a
PromethION flow cell that has yield capacity up to 130 Gb more
yield would be produced at a high N5O. For this type of coverage
Fire Monkeygenerated N50 values are at 56kb whereas for similar
samples Genomic Tip’s N50 value is only around 2030kb. Of
course, ONT sequencing alone does not guarantee the base read
specificity needed. RevoluGen considers that it is possible to extract
DNA from the sample with Fire Monkey, then use the gold standard
sequencing technology (i.e. Illumina) on the Fire Monkey extract.
Once the first sequencing pass is over, a researcher could then
decide which samples they wanted to go back and perform long
read sequencing upon. Fire Monkey extraction is fecund and usually
produces enough DNA yield for both Illumina and ONT runs. The
practical benefit of this would be to remove the need to repeat a
sample collection and to preserve precious rare samples. In this ideal
scenario Fire Monkey could be sequencingagnostic. The main issue
would be the availability of an automated Fire Monkey protocol and
device and the overall price diﬀerential between the Fire Monkey
kits and the other shortread NAIP kits.

Long structural variants are 3 to 10 x more importance than single
nucleotide variants in human disease
Structural variation in the human genome (ref Lars Feuk, Andrew R. Carson & Stephen W. Scherer Nature Reviews Genetics
volume 7, pages 85–97 (2006))

1

Structural variants in the human genome include cytogenetically detectable and sub microscopic deletions,
duplications, largescale copynumber variants, inversions and translocations.

2

The ability to detect and characterize structural variants in the 1kb to 3Mb size range in a robust manner across the
genome has not been possible until recently.

3

New developments in genomescanning technologies and computational methodologies, and the availability of a
reference sequence for comparison, have made possible the largescale discovery of structural variants.

4

Many studies are revealing that the total content of structural variants in the human genome could equal or exceed
that of SNPs.

5

Structural variants often coincide with lowcopy repeat DNA (also called segmental duplications), as these highly
related sequences are more likely to undergo nonallelic recombination and subsequent rearrangement.

6

Structural variation in the genome can directly or indirectly influence gene dosage through diﬀerent mechanisms, and
therefore influence phenotypic variation and disease.

External validation of Fire Monkey

November 2020

Complete genome assemblies of
rare Salmonella enterica serovars
using ONT & Illumina sequencing

Fire Monkey DNA/RNA co
extraction for nucleic acid ratio
determination

Harvard University 10X Genomics
& Illumina technology validation

The Quadram Institute Illumina
technology validation

June 2020

February 2020

August 2020
This publication describes the work of two groups (Canadian Food
Inspection Agency & Gastrointestinal Bacteria Reference Unit,
Public Health England). These two government agencies from
Canada and the UK used the Fire Monkey kit to extract DNA from
12 Salmonella enterica serovars and ONT plus Illumina reads to
achieve complete genome assembly for all isolates.

June 2020
RNA assays measure the expression and therefore activity of a
certain gene, however because these expression levels can vary
between diﬀerent samples it is important for the expression levels
to be normalized. SpeedX is an Australianbased company that
specializes in infectious disease diagnostics and has developed a
multiplexed PCR assay that utilizes DNA to normalize RNA
expression values. For this reason, and in order to reduce sample
variability, it is important that DNA and RNA are extracted
simultaneously. In one of their patent applications Fire Monkey
version 1 was used to coextract DNA and RNA and that was used
to purify nucleic acid from both pure bacterial culture and clinical
urine specimens, followed by multiplexedPCR analysis.

This Harvard group used Fire Monkey to extract samples for
sequencing with the 10X Genomicslllumina workflow to identify
which genes were positioned on each parental genetic contribution.
Being positioned on the same chromosome is important for
dominance expression and interactions. This Haplotype phasing is
of major structural importance to determine complete chromosomal
haplotypes of diploid human genomes. It demonstrates and
validates the use of Fire Monkey with the 10x Genomic and Illumina
technologies.

Extensively drugresistant (XDR) Salmonella Typhi causes Typhoid
fever that is endemic in Pakistan and shows widespread resistance
to first line drugs such as ampicillin, cotrimoxazole, chloramphenicol
and fluoroquinoles. XDR isolates from patients in Pakistan were
processed using the Fire Monkey protocol and whole genome
sequencing using Illumina technology was performed at the
Quadram Institute. These strains were found to harbor the same
resistance determinants as the outbreak strain.

Reference:
Gao R et al (2020) Complete Genome Assemblies of the Rare Salmonella enterica
Serovar Adjame Using Nanopore and Illumina Sequence Reads. Microbiology
Resource Announcements. Volume: 9, Issue: 35. e0028020

Reference:
Reference:
Tourdot & Zhang (2020) Complete Haplotype Determination and Single
Chromosome Analysis.

Rasheed et al (2020) Emergence of Resistance to Fluoroquinolones and Third
generation Cephalosporins in Salmonella Typhi in Lahore, Pakistan. medRxiv
Chromosome Analysis.

Reference:
Todd AV & NE Lima (2020) NUCLEIC ACID RATIO DETERMINATION (Patent
Application). Pub. No.: US 2020/0199651, Pub. Date: Jun. 25, 2020

Foodborne Salmonella enterica
drug resistance
September 2020
This publication describes the work of 3 groups (Quadram Institute,
Guangdong Laboratory for Lingnan Modern Agriculture in
Guangzhou, China & Norwich Medical School, UEA) on identifying
mutations related to ciprofloxacin heteroresistance.
Heteroresistance means that a population of bacteria have diﬀerent
levels of sensitivity to a given antibiotic. Antibiotic exposure can
increase the proportion of resistant mutants which could lead to full
resistance. Therefore, it is important to be able and identify the
emergence of heteroresistance. The Fire Monkey kit was used to
extract DNA from Salmonella enterica isolated from chicken meat,
and ONT sequencing analysis was performed.
Reference:
Zhang CZ et a (2020). Emergence of ciprofloxacin heteroresistance in foodborne
Salmonella enterica serovar Agona. Journal of Antimicrobial Chemotherapy.
doi: 10.1093/jac/dkaa288

High Quality DNA Extraction
for Long Read Sequencing
Simple user friendly protocol. Less hands on time
“Getting good quality genomic DNA with high molecular
weight with longer length is essential to get good quality
sequencing reads from long read sequencing platform.
Using Revolugen's Fire Monkey HMW DNA extraction kit,
greater than 100 kb genomic DNA were extracted from
bacterial samples, which indeed yielded high quality long
read sequencing data from Nanopore sequencing. N50 of
contigs from such DNA were 2530 Kb length.”
Overall

Quality of Results

EaseofOptimisation

The Bottom Line:
“Highly recommended kit for high quality high molecular weight
DNA for long read and other types of sequencing. Other available
kits in the market are nowhere near to this Revolugen kit.”

Oxford Nanopore
Technologies sequencing
technology validation
Oxford Nanopore technologies has published the
successful use of Fire Monkey DNA extraction with its
sequencing technology on its own website. ONT
validated an early version of Fire Monkey (v1) and
revealed that Fire Monkey produced significantly higher
N50 values than Qiagen’s Genomic Tip product (2535kb
vs 2030kb) in a fraction of the time. The following results

RevoluGen Fire Monkey v1

QIAGEN Genomic Tip

QIAamp DNA Blood Midi Kit

Diﬃculty

Easy / Medium

Diﬃculty

Easy / Medium

Diﬃculty

Easy / Medium

Time Taken

1 hour

Time Taken

46 hours

Time Taken

1.5 hours

Input

1ml whole blood

Input

10ml whole blood

Input

1ml whole blood

Extraction Yield

8μg

Extraction Yield

75μg

Extraction Yield

12μg

Read N50

25–35kb

Read N50

20–30kb

Read N50

10–15kb

Why to upgrade your DNA
extraction with Fire Monkey
Simpler operation

Faster processing

Better results

Cheaper sequencing

I can’t believe you
get High Molecular
Weight DNA from
a spin column

Immediately ready
to use in one hour
and that includes
size selection

Structural clarity
from the average
DNA lengths of
>100kb

Big yield of Not too
short/Not too long
DNA cuts $/Gb costs

AUTOMATION COMING SOON - Proof of principle that the Fire Monkey protocol can be automated
Proof of principle that the two main potential problem steps with automation (filter matrix plates and spin speeds) were solvable
allowed RevoluGen to specify the Tecan system. The Tecan system is now installed and the Fire Monkey protocol is being optimised.
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•Tecan developed an automated platform for HMWDNA
extraction utilising Fire Monkey chemistry & matrix

• Generated extracts with very similar extraction
yield and average stran length

• 0.5 and 1 billion E coli were processed using Fire Monkey
96well filter plates vs FireMonkey columns

• Fluent 780 installation and full workflow
optimization is next

TECAN FLUENT 780 SYSTEM

Currently RevoluGen’s R&D eﬀorts are focused on adapting
Fire Monkey’s spincolumn process into an automated 96 well
format, in order to satisfy the commercial need for large
volume sample extraction. Tecan has produced the prototype
Fluent 780 system based machine which is being optimised.

HOW TO ORDER

FIRE MONKEY & FIRE FLOWER
10 COLUMNS KIT
To place an order and for more
information please click here

in

www.revolugen.co.uk

